The one-dimensional path decomposition expression for the step potential and mass is formulated. The propagator is analytically determined and the limiting case 
Introduction
In many quantum systems, particles acquire effective masses due to their interactions with the medium where they propagate. As medium examples, there are semiconductor heterostructures, quantum liquids and dots, nuclei plasma, helium and metal type clusters. The effective masses could have a spatially variation depending on the microstructure of the medium. Systems with position dependent mass are studied in several works during the last years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and [6] . A general method was outlined in [1] for obtaining exact solutions of Schrödinger equations with a position dependent effective mass and the results were compared with other approaches [7, 8] and [9] . It was also concluded that distinct effective mass Hamiltonians proposed in the literature have identical spectra. Considering scattering in abrupt heterostructures and us- * E-mail: lyazidchetouani@gmail.com ing a position dependent mass Hamiltonian with a square well potential in [2] , the authors had chosen the framework of the Schrödinger equation approach. However, in [3] the Green's function equation was used to study the problem of systems with position dependent masses. Using path integrals formalism the Green's function was written and was connected to constant mass Green's function by a time and space rescaling. Then, an application was carried out for step and rectangular barrier potentials and masses. Alhaidari in two papers [4] and [5] had considered both approaches. In the first one, starting from an exactly solvable Schrödinger equation with constant mass, a point canonical transformation PCT was applied to obtain the energy spectrum and the bound states for the spatially dependent mass system. In the second paper, he extended the PCT method to calculate the two point Green's function relative to the mass variable problem. In [6] the background field method was the tool for computing perturbatively in powers of the Planck constant the effective action for a quantum particle with coordinate dependent mass. The potential and the effective mass were often modeled by many authors using piecewise constant functions such that their solutions could realized exactly in different approaches [3, [10] [11] [12] and [13] . The Feynman path integral formalism [14] is adequate in the quantification of many problems in physics; whereas potentials with first order discontinuities remained hard to tackle within this framework. Problems with a step potential and a rectangular barrier potential in [11, 12] and [13] were exactly resolved with the spectral summation method [15] . In [3, 10, 13, 16, 17] and [18] , the calculation by the path integral approach of the Green's function with piecewise flat potentials constituted a good generalizing step. A new interesting device in path integrals is the path decomposition method PDX which was invented by Aurbach and Kivelson [19] . The basic idea of this technique is to decompose a propagator by grouping together the paths in the Feynman sum that cross a given surface (or a point in one dimension). This tool was successfully used in [20, 21] to compute the traversal time distribution in quantum tunneling for the case of the square barrier, by Carvalho [10] and Yearsley [18] to study the step potential model, and to prove the method of images by Schulman [22] . In the present work we study a particle with coordinate dependent mass (step mass) and moving in one dimension under a step potential action. In Sec. 2 we formulate the path decomposition expression for our problem. According to the spirit of this method the configuration space is subdivided into forbidden and allowed subspaces. Then, starting from the propagators of the isolated regions the propagator of the full system is exactly determined in Sec. 3 and App A. For the coherence of our result with standard expression of the step potential propagator with constant mass [10] the limiting case is established in App. B. Sec. 4 is devoted to the conclusion.
Path decomposition expression for the step potential and mass
We start by recalling the one dimensional position dependent mass Schrödinger equation in its general form [23, 24] 1 4
(1) where α + β + γ = −1, the mass and the potential V ( ) are real functions. In this work for a given potential V ( ) which will be specified below, we only focus on the case α = γ = 0 β = −1. The Green's function equation associated with Eq. (1) have the form
This equation, after commutating operators and 1 , was studied in [5] in order to compute the point dependent mass Green's function. To achieve this, the PCT "Point Canonical Transformation" which maps Eq. (2) to exactly solvable Green's function equation with constant mass was used. The PCT was defined as a pointwise transformation on the coordinate −→ = ( ). It induces an effective potential W ( ) related to the potential V ( ) by the following relation
where
in which derivatives of ( ) and ( ) with respect to are denoted by , and , , respectively. Under this transformation the Green's function reads as follow
Restricting ourselves to the study of systems admitting a step of potential and mass at the same point = 0 :
) by a suitable choice of transformation function ( ) to obtain
This is realized by ( ) = ( ) which admits the solution
We point out, however, that if this choice here was dictated by the need to absorb the mass discontinuity it has kept fortunately the shape of the potential invariant up to a scaling factor. Other choices of ( ) have been investigated in the literature by different authors and their influences on the potential shape have been computed in [1, 2, 5] and [4] .
θ ( ) and consequently the equality G E ( ; E) = GĚ ;Ě holds; where here the l.h.s and the r.h.s. are respectively expressed in term of discrete path integral form as follow [3] 
and
with the following notations
Using Eq. (7) and a local time rescaling σ = ε = √ −1 ε (corresponding to the global time rescaling S = √ T ) and starting from Eq. (9), we seek to write the path decomposition expression of the Eq. (8). In fact, according to the last crossing time of a fixed point σ ( > σ > ) the path decomposition expression of GĚ ;Ě [19] 
G Ě is the restricted Green's function for which the paths we sum over never crossing the point σ . It is equivalent to the Green's function in the presence of W ( ) plus an infinite potential barrier in region [ σ ] Note that G Ě vanishes at σ . The compatible decomposition point choice for the step potential W ( ) is to take σ = 0. Therefore the discrete form of Eq. (10) is as follows [25] 
Considering the transformations = ( ) = ( ) σ = ε and taking Eq. (6) into account we obtain
In a more simple factorized form we can write
is the discretized restricted propagator which also obeys vanishing (Dirrichlet) boundary conditions at σ = 0. After taking the limit N −→ ∞ we obtain an expression involving a convolution product of two propagators associated to two Green's functions
where (14) suggests us that the path decomposition expression according to the last crossing time at σ = 0 ( > σ > ) for the step potential and mass propagator is
According to the method of images [22] , the restricted propagator K have the following form
where K 0 ( T | ) represents the restricted propagator for the free particle. Let notice that this expression Eq. (15) get a minus sign when the case < σ < is considered However if the points and are in the same side of σ = 0 a class of paths not crossing σ can be found; then we have to take this into account in the expression of the propagator. All those various cases can be collected in one generalized formula according to the time of crossing:
• when represents the last crossing time of σ the propagator is expressed as
• and when represents the first crossing time, it becomes
Our results here constitute the path decomposition expressions of the propagator for the step potential and mass according to the last and the first crossing time of σ = 0
Determination of the propagator
The calculation of the propagator is greatly simplified if we work in imaginary time and analytically continue back to real time at the end. In this case the path decomposition expressions of the propagator according respectively to the last and the first crossing time are written as
In order to calculate K ( − T | ) from the path decomposition expression Eq. (19) according to the last crossing time of σ = 0 it is necessary to have K (0 − T | ) With the same method using the first crossing time of σ = 0 Eq. (20), we can find K (0 − T | ); but this requires at prior the knowledge of K (0 − T |0 ) at the origin. For this goal, we use the spectral decomposition of the propagator
At the origin = 0 the normalized wave functions take the form [3]
Then, we have
which after an energy shift E −→ E + V 0 can be rewritten as
Therefore, we can conclude that
Now we use the Eq. (20) to calculate
Substituting (27) and (21) in the above equation and using a time convolution I (T ) computed in App. A, we obtain the result
is the Bessel's function of the first kind and
with ω = ± ; κ κ ς = 0 1 Substituting the result (30) and after some arrangements analogous to those done in App. A, the propagator of Eq. (19) takes the general form
where for simplicity we have set
(34)
Conclusion
In summary, we have calculated, within the framework of the path decomposition method, the exact space time Green's function for the step potential and mass. The abrupt variation with similar behavior of the potential and mass, led us to extend the application of this method to our problem. Indeed, we showed how to deal with this technique of determining the propagator for the full system starting from local knowledge of the wave function and propagator of the isolated region K . As we have chosen σ = 0 as the point of decomposition, the computations were easier. The fact that the path decomposition expression have a convolution form and due to this characteristic the calculation was enormously simplified. The exact propagator for the step potential with constant mass has been determined in the limiting case 1 2 −→ and this result is similar to that found in references [10, 18] . In addition to the conceptional and mathematical interest, analysis of the scattering problem with point dependent mass is based on the investigation of the simple problems. The simplest model for these systems which have a great interest in many applications is that of a step potential and mass, both showing discontinuities at the same given point. A typical motivation is the raising of recent developments in nanofabrication of semiconductor and alloys devices where quantum wells are observable with very thin layer embedded between two semiconductors [26] . The electron or hole crossing the thin layer experiences an abrupt potential and acquires an effective mass varying along the junction space.
Otherwise, from the point of view of calculation it has been difficult to establish the direct link of this work with those of the effective action [6] . However, by taking the Fourier transform of the propagator (32)-(36) and after a long calculation, we were assured that the resulting Green's function was exactly the same as that found in [3] . The link with the effective action will take the object of another work.
Appendix A: Calculation of the integral I(T )
In this appendix we evaluate I (T ) = I α (T ) − I β (T ) where
According to Faltung's theorem we write
For the calculation of β ( ) we use the integral representation of the error function to obtain
Now we return to I (T ) by the inverse Laplacian transform
For a more compact form we use the Heaviside's function and we set ρ ( ) = ξθ ; then
where α( ) β( ) were defined in the preceding section. The remaining integrals to compute are
where ( ) can be written as
√ is a Bessel function of second kind admitting another integral form given in [27] (pp. 959, Eq. 8. 
This expression splits every part of the propagator into two pieces, the one which contains is denoted K . For the limit of the regular part we have
Note that the regular part K ( − T | ) coincides with the result found by [10] . Then, we have to show that the limit K ( − T | ) must vanish by using its Laplacian transform and the approximation 
